
 

Judge Jing Wang serves as a presiding judge in the Shanghai High People’s 

Court(“SHPC”) and holds an LLM Degree from Fudan University, as well as a 

specialization on EU intellectual property (“IP”) Law from Trinity College Dublin. Over the 

course of her 16 year career, Judge Wang has decided over 1,000 IP cases involving 

patents, trademarks, copyright, unfair competition, etc.. Many of Judge Wang’s judgments 

have been published as guiding cases by the Supreme People’s Court(“SPC”) of China. 

Her decision from Beijing Sico Shengshitong Hotel Exhibition & Facility Manufacture Co. 

Ltd. vs Guangzhou Fanyu District Hengmei Hotel Metal Furniture Co. Ltd was awarded 

first prize honors for China’s National IP Judgment Awards, which is decided by the SPC. 

As a senior judge, Judge Wang served as the hearing judge for the first live webcast of an 

IP infringement case from the SHPC as well as the first administration IP case in the IP 

Division of SHPC. Meanwhile, she once worked in the Patent Reexamination Board of 

State IP Office on an exchang program. In addition to her position, Judge Wang also 

published lots of professional articles on China IP laws. Due to her experience, in 2013 

the SPC invited Judge Wang to serve as a lecturer to provide training to judges on IP law 

in the West Training Program, for which she received an Honor for her contribution. Judge 

Wang was also invited to exchange her views on IP legal protection on official state visits 

with the United States State Department and the Republic of Korea. As the representative 

judge for China, Judge Wang held a mock patent infringement trial at the 2008 AIPPI 

World Convention. Judge Wang is also frequently invited to speak at IP Conference held 

by universities and other organizations. In 2015, she was invited by WIPO as a lecturer for 

its Summer School on Trademark Law and Patent Law.  

 

 


